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THE SEMINAR AT SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE

by Ed Porcella

I. The Movement for Educational Reform

The history and nature of the Collegiate Seminar at Saint Mary's College reflect and
respond to debates and developments In American higher education which began at
Columbia College In the years after World War I and were later carried forward at the

University of Chicago. Distinctions and divisions arising at Chicago particularly Influenced

the origin and early shaping of the Seminar Program at Saint Mary's.

From the beginning, the Seminar has been bifocal In Its vision of both the prime benefit
to be Imparted to students and the teaching methods and Institutional organization most
apt to effect It. Over the years, as a result, Its promoters and practitioners at Saint Mary's
have found It necessary to engage In the same sort of sustained and reasoned dialogue
that the Seminar seeks to engender In Its students. Seen against the larger movement
and conflict of Ideas that are Its matrix and background, the history of Seminar presents

a condensed and remarkably controlled Instance of the Interplay among educational Ideas
and alms which few Institutions have pursued or embraced so fully.

Professor James L. Hagerty first offered his Seminar on the Great Books at Saint Mary's
In the Fall of 1941. It was listed In the catalog as:

Readings In the Great Books of the World; Two-hour seminars once a week to
study the masterpieces of thought In ail ages of our Western civilization. Program

for autumn semester 1941 Includes the classics of the Greeks; for spring semester
1942 the Roman classics. Medievalists and moderns will be Included In the 194243 program.

An upper division philosophy course, however, Hagerty's Seminar was not generally
required, or even optional, for all students at the College. In aim and status It resembled

John Ersklne's Honors Course In great books. Introduced at Columbia In 1919 and
known after 1929 as the "Colloquium on Important Books." The "Ersklne List," first In a

now numerous family, consisted of the following:^
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Homer. IhsJM: The Odvssev

George Meredith.

Herodotus, History

Spirit

Thucydldes, History thg P?l(?P9nr
Aeschylus. Prometheus. The House
Sophocles. OedlDus Tvrannus:
Coioneus.' Aptiqono; iis&tra
Eurlpedes. Alcestis: Medea: Electra:
Hippolytug

John Locke, f
Un^jprstarn
Montesquieu. The

OO'J'PU?

Voltaire. Candide:

S.G. Tallentyre, Voltaire in His Letters
Jeanne-Jacques Rousseau. Discourse on
ineouaiity: Confessions

Aristophanes. Thg Frogs; Theaoud
G r e e k A r t : P e r c y G a r d n e r. P r i n c i p l e

Edward Gibbon. History of the Decline

Ari
Plato, The Symposium: The Republic

and Fall of the Roman Empire

Adam SmHh, The Wealth of Nations
Immanual Kant. The Critique of Pure Reason

Aristotle. The Ethics: The Poetics
Lucretius. De Rerum Natura

Goethe. Faust

Virgil, EpQioqMes Qoorqics; Aeneid
Horace. QdSS: Eoodes: Satires: Eoisties

American State Papers: The Declaration of
Independence; The Constitution of the

Plutarch, Uyes
Marcus Aurellus Antoninus. To Himself

Untted States; The Federalist

Victor Hugo. Les Mis6rabies
George W.F. Heoel. The Philosophy of History

St. Augustine. Thg Cpnfsssipns; Ihg_
God

Sir Charles Lvell. The Principles of Qenlnny
Balzac. Old Goriot

The Nlbelunoenlied

Thomas Malthus. Essay on the Princinie of

St. Thomas Aquinas.
Dante. La Vite Nuoya:
Galileo. Nuncius Sider

Population /parallel chapters from the
first and second editions)

I Divina Commedia

Jeremy Bentham, An introduction to the
jntroyersit

John Stuart Mill, t
Two

New

Charles Darwin.

J.J. Fahle, Galileo. His Life and Work
Grotlus. The Rights of War and Peace

Louis Pasteur: either Reni Valery-Radot. The
Ljfg of Pagtggr, or Emile Duclaux,

Montaigne. Essays
Shakespeare. Hamlgt: Much Ado Aboi
Cervantes. Don Qulxotp

Karl Marx, Thg Qgmn
Leo Tolstoy. Annafe
Dostoevsky, grirpg qi

Francis Bacon. The Adyancement of l

Friedrlch Nietzsche,

The New Atlantis

Descartes, Discourse on Method
Thomas Hobbes. Leviathan
John Milton. Paradise Lost
Moll^re. Les Pr6cieuses Ridicule: Le

Bgypn^ Goptl
(Preface)

William James. Psvcl
Ta r t u f f e :

L'Avare
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Interest at Saint Mary's in liberai education through great books had been sparked
through a speech of Mortimer Adier to the American Catholic Philosophical Association

in April, 1941. As President of the Association's western branch and an acquaintance of
Adier, Hagerty had invited him to address their convention in San Francisco. The meeting
was weil-covered by the press, induding the Cathoiic SSQ Francisco Monitor. Adier's taik.
The Order of teaming," was subsequently printed in the fall issue of the Saint Mary's
Moraqa Quarterly.
In a provocative contrast, Adier deciared that if progressive secuiar educators mistook the
ends of education. Catholic educators mistook the means. Mastery of a subject matter,

he argued, is the aim of university study, and is possible only if one has first acquired the
liberal arts in collegiate studies. A good scheme of collegiate education "spends all of the
four years primarily on the liberal arts, and not on the mastery of subject matters. A
liberal education, crowned by the Bachelor of Arts degree, should consist in an ability to
read and write, speak and listen, observe and think. A college graduate should be a
liberai artist and nothing more-as if this were not enough to hope for...."
As Adier's friend. University of Chicago President Robert Hutchins had argued in The
Higher Learning (1936) that education consists of three phases-elementary, collegiate
and university-and the collegiate phase ought to begin earlier than it does in America.
Adier was calling for reform in education at ail levels, yet no single institution could
accomplish this. Hutchins had been laboring, without success, to make a beginning.
When his Committee on the Liberal Arts failed to reach agreement either with the
departments at Chicago or with itself, two of its members, Scott Buchanan and

Stringfeiiow Barr, graduates of the University of Virginia, undertook in 1936 to revive the

nation's third oldest institution of higher learning, the nearly-failed Saint John's College at

Annapolis, Maryland, by a plan of liberal education based on study and discussion of
"great books." Adier had both studied and taught in the Columbia College Honors

Program and had introduced Hutchins and Buchanan to that method.^

Only an institution "in critical condition," it seemed, would consent to the measures

Hutchins and the more radical committee members thought necessary. In his San
Francisco address, Adier voiced agreement with an observation of Saint John's President

Barr that the aim of a college is not to teach subjects but to use them. A liberal arts
student should not be set to master a subject, but to grapple with it. Such a student,

argued Adier, will not acquire the liberai arts "unless great books are used as the
representatives of subject matter. Text book representations simply will not work, for the
simple reason that text books are so written as not to require any liberal art on the part
of the student. They try to make everything easy."

The prestige of the San Francisco meeting and Adier's address lent support to Hagerty's
espousal of the great books at Saint Mary's, but dearly his seminar did not amount to a
full implementation of Adier's ideas, even when it was made a College requirement one

year later. Like so many colleges and universities in the United States, Saint Mary's had
3

Camp, Brother Robert, who visited Annapoiis in 1943, Brother Edmund, and others,
became great advocates of the Saint John's approach for Saint Mary's. It was distressing
to them that Cathoiic educators, despite their many advantages, could not do better with
their students-that wisdom over ends, as Adier had said, should be so vitiated by
mistaken choice of means. Camp had come to the Catholic Church recently through his
doctorai studies, and his articies and addresses were fresh and forceful. The education
offered at Saint John's, Camp iater came to believe, had its flaws, but its basic method
was sound. Only by availing itself of what was fundamentally right in the Saint John's
approach couid Cathoiic higher education "go on the offensive" and bear fruit as it ought
to.

The Navy pre-fiight training schooi occupied a iarge portion of the Moraga campus in
1942. In fact, though, the low enrollment and interruptions of the war years proved
favorable to an experiment in liberal education along the lines of that offered at Saint
John's, in the fall of 1943, the schools of Science, Economics, and Arts and Letters were

replaced by a single Schooi of Liberal Disciplines, consisting of studies in science,
mathematics, language, English composition, religion, public speaking and great books.

The approach was to be by seminar discussion and tutorial.^

Education Bulletin, published by the College in 1945-47, discussed many aspects of this
controversial approach. "It is weil-nigh universally admitted," wrote President Brother

Austin, "that education...must aim at training the faculties of the mind...[that] the power
to think intelligently and reason inductively, the facility to observe correctly and to
communicate one's thoughts with clarity and precision are direct and immediate
objectives worthy of receiving the careful attention of the educator." Thus, in the new

School of Liberal Disciplines the required mathematics and science courses are "taught
with the mind of the student in view," and "precision and correctness in calculation and

observation are a goal."® Arthur 8. Campbell, in the same issue of Education Bulletin.
wrote that "the teacher has in mind something more than just teaching the science as

such. Saint Mary's, in the new emphasis on the liberal arts...endeavors to develop an
attitude of mind towards science that will place it in its proper perspective..." As other
parts of the curriculum seek to educate by primary sources in certain books, the science

course does so by laboratory experiences. Avoiding the superficiality of "general science"

courses, "we expect the careful student to derive from a year of selected science some
knowledge of the content of the particular science as well as the method."®

As for language. Brother U. Clement wrote, "In the liberal disciplines language has always
been regarded as a staple; it and mathematics serve most suitably as exercises
calculated to liberate the human mind." From this point of view, "we do not intend our
students to learn Latin or French or German, but English." Citing another educator, he
says "your aim must be to understand the problems of all language: Latin and Greek
merely pose these problems." But "reducing...the study of language from the status of

end to that of means involves for the teacher a position and attitude diametricaiiy opposed

to the one generally held in American education. The formation of a mind-skill has

become our object as well as the criterion of teaching success."'" o
Similarly, in "Liberal College and Religion," Brother Edmund Dolan proposed that a
"college's main approach to the teaching of religion ought to be intellectual." In the
discussion leading to the New Program it was agreed that "if students were to get a realrather than a verbal-hold on religious concepts, we could do no better than Introduce the

students to books wherein those concepts were first developed and clarified. In so doing
we were avoiding the trap of easy formulation so prevalent in modem textbooks...Further,

besides abandoning textbooks in religion, the faculty decided to forego that necessary
ally of the textbook, the lecture.""
The nature and value of great books, however, were perhaps not viewed in the same
way, even by all who advocated their use at Saint Mary's. Hagerty pointed to them as
a storehouse of wisdom, much needed correctives of modern thought and culture. His
contributions to Education Bulletin praise, and plead for, a return to the "permanent
philosophy" and the 'treasury of scholastic truths": to the Bible, Shakespeare, Donne,
Dickens. Yet he was no advocate of great books as such. Regarding the choice of texts,
Hagerty prefered Aeschylus, Plato, Dante, Shakespeare, Shelley, Wordsworth, or Robert
Bridges to Villon, Marlowe, Congreve, Sterne, Byron, Heine, Stendahl, or Housman,
because what makes books suitable for education is not greatness alone but "what is first
rate in ideals and conduct." Hagerty wanted to steep the students in thoughts and

images more wholesome than modern ones. He deplored contemporary trends, extolling

Saint Teresa of Avila, for example, to the discredit of Freud, Dewey and Proust, among

whom, he said, "lost souls now search for the secret of iife."'^
But while Dr. Hagerty wished to use the Seminar and its books to provide his students
with better experiences. Brother Robert saw the Seminar more as a way of helping them
begin to make sense of the experiences they had, and make fruitful their further
experiences. The approaches, though compatible, and even overlapping, are yet distinct.
Hagerty decried the modern world at every turn. Brother Robert, in his "Reading as a
Preparation for Philosophy," was not concerned with ancient versus modern in thought
and culture. "Philosophy," he suggested, "can be described as the continuing attempt to
resolve the great problems that arise from human experience in and by self-evident

propositions." The customary introduction by means of a course In the history of
philosophy "might be adequate if the aim of teaching philosophy were to make students
acquainted with what has been thought by certain great men." It is inadequate, however,
if our aim is to philosophize ourselves. 'To philosophize we must wrestle with questions
that we see as significant...we have to work from our own experience toward an
evaluation of it." As for an alternative practice, prevalent in Catholic schools, of beginning

with courses In the main branches of philosophy and ending with one in the history of
philosophy, "this is not much worse," said Brother Robert, "than doing the same thing in
the opposite order." For the only difference in these processes is that "one assumes that

philosophy must begin with questions, albeit somebody else's questions, while the other
7

assumes that it Is best to begin by studying the answers to questions we are not aware \
of." Both approaches fail, however, because they treat philosophy as "something

achieved, something finished before our time/ instead of a task which everyone must I
apply himself to if he would discover the sense that there is in life." ■ |
The means employed by the liberal arts, considered as ways into philosophy, are §

"primarily a consideration of the great human problems as they arise in the context of the i
great books. In these books we are confronted with men who were highly conscious of

one or more great human problems and who have formulated more or less satisfactory |
answers." The aim, then, is to initiate students into an evaluation of the world as I

experienced by them, with its and their problems, through reflection on the "more or less

satisfactory" answers of the great books. For Brother Robert, presumably, Byron, Sterne
and Stendahl, no less than Plato, Dante and Shakespeare, offer "more or less
satisfactory" answers. The thing most needed is not that students immerse themselves

in what is "first rate in ideals and conduct" but that they learn to recognize and examine

their experience in their reading, and yics versa. Hence, "The young man who is reading
Homer and his teacher who is reading it with him can say something valid about the love

of Helen and Paris or of Hector and Andromache only if he considers carefully what f

Homer says about them. He can only judge of this by reconsidering and evaluating his ^

own experience. The judgment that he then makes will be challenged again when he

reads Plato's Svmoosium. or when he consults some further and more significant private I
experience."^®

I

Dr. Hagerty, dissatisfied with current educational methods, which had "little or no |
constructive influence on the student," and with "progressive educators," who were

"uncertain about the directives and purposes of education" or who "conceive purposes

that are contrary to the traditional religious, social or moral customs," thought it i
"imperative, if Christian civilization and culture are to be remembered and perfected, to

plant the ideas that have made the West supreme in the minds of our youth."^^ "Planting g
ideas" that have "made the West supreme" is significantly different from reflection on I
"more or less satisfactory" answers to "the great human problems." Differences such as

this, in conception of the seminar's purposes and powers are found among Saint Mary's
faculty to this day. Yet Dr. Hagerty, Brother Robert, Dr. Camp, Brother Edmund and

other upholders of the New Curriculum were agreed that Saint Mary's must go farther

toward teaching the student rather than the subject. To do so required more enlistment
of the students' own activity and experience and the use of readings which were rich
enough to challenge and engage them more deeply.

The 1942-46 Catalog lists the readings for the eight seminars required of all students in i
all curricula as follows:

SEMINAR

STUDIES

One class in Seminar Studies must be taken each semester for every semester of

|

attendance by all students in all curricula. J
8

LOWER DIVISION COURSES

35. Greek Thought and Culture (4) 1,11

37. Roman and Early Christian Culture (4)

Readings and discussions of: Homer: JiHE
nm. THE ODYSSEY: Aeschylus: AQAMEMNQN,
CHOEPHORI and EUMENIDES: Sophocles:

Readings and discussions of: Virgil: AENEID:
Epictetus: MORAL DISCOURSES: Tacitus:
ANNALS: Plotlnus: FIFTH ENNEAD: St. Augustine:
CITY OF GOD. CONFESSIONS; St Benedict:

OEDIPUS TYRANNEUS: Herodotus: HlgTQRYQF

THE PERSIAN WARS: Plato: LYglS. APQLQCY
and CRITO: Aeschylus: THE PERSIANS: Plato:

RULE:

M E N O . P H A E D R U S : A r i s t o t l e : C AT E G O R I E S :

Plutarch: UVES.

Plato: JQIi: Aristotle: POETICS: Plato: REPUBLIC:
Aristotle: DE INTERPRETATIONE: Thucydides:

38. Thought and Culture of the Middle Ages (4)

Boethlus:

C O N S O L AT I O N S

OF

PHILOSOPHY; St. Augustine: DE MAGISTRO:

HISTORY OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR.

(Note: In 1943-1944 and 1944-1945 some slight
Readings and discussions of: De Jolnvllle:

changes of the above were In effect; e.g. all
Aristotle was included In Seminar studies 36.

CHANSON DE ROLAND: Mallory: MQRTE

Sophocles' ELECTRA was In this course.)

D'ARTHUR: St. Bonaventure: REDUCTION OF
T H E A RT S TO T H E O L O G Y: D a n t e : D I V I N E

36. Greek Thought and Culture (4) 1,11

C O M E D Y: C h a u c e r : P R O L O G U E S TO T H E

Readings and discussions of: Sophocles,
Euripides (Aeschylus): THE ELECTRAS

C A N T E R B U R Y TA L E S . T R O I L U S A N D C R E S S I D A :

PHAEDO: Xenophon: HELLENICA: Plato:
SYMPOSIUM. Xenophon: ANABASIS: Aristotle:
P O L I T I C S . P O S T E R I O R A N A LY T I C ? :

ESSENCE: Thomas k Kempis: IMITATION OF

Chrestien de Troyes: Selected Works; St. Thomas

Aquinas: DE MAGISTRO. ON BEING AND

(ChoeDhorll: Aristotle: PRIOR ANALYTICS: Plato:

Aristophanes: THE CLOUDS: Aristotle: THE

CONSTITUTION OF ATHENS. ETHICS. IHi

SOUL PHYSICS n.ll.Vlin. (Note: In 1943-1944
and 1944-1945 some slight changes of the above
were In effect: e.g. all Aristotle listed was In this
course, Plato's PHAEDO was In Seminar Studies

35, Aristophanes' FROGS and BIRDS were in this
course.)
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III. Postwar Curriculum Revisions

In February, 1942, when the Navy accepted the offer of a large portion of the Saint Mary's
campus as the site for its pre-flight training program, Brother Austin had declared that the
college may put into operation a new teaching policy, allowing for a more extended use

of the seminar and tutorial methods with a view to the complete adoption of such a policy
on the retum of normal conditions." Hence, it seems the positive merits of the policy were
acknowledged by the President quite apart from any temporary necessity due to low
student enrollment. After the war, however, on April 29,1946, Brother Austin announced

in a note to faculty, that "with the possible influx of a large number of students next fall,
the administration of the College thought it not only advisable but imperative to bring the
curriculum to final form to meet the existing conditions. A committee was set up...every
phase of the present program was discussed, the reaction of the faculty was considered,
in most cases views were expressed in writing; studied also were the difficulties met with
in administering the program, the general reaction of the students as well as the

circumstances which lay behind the adoption of certain phases of our present program."^®
A list of thirteen modifications followed. Among them were: that the College would be
divided once again into schools of Liberal Arts, Economics and Science; the Seminar,

renamed "World Classics," would meet two, instead of four, hours a week for four years

in the School of Liberal Arts; the mathematics requirements could in some cases be
postponed to the upper division; science majors would take lower division World Classics

only, and, then, in the last two years of study; and majors in business administration and
economics would be offered. "With the return of peace," wrote Brother Matthew McDevitt,
'Ihe three schools were restored and 'Liberal Disciplines' became an ideal called 'The
Plan of Study Program.' In the latter, the College claimed it could achieve the same ends
with the lecture method as it had through the seminar."^®

The rationale behind Liberal Disciplines was that the seminar/tutorial method, applied to
great books, was the door to progress in the liberal arts, through which a student had to

pass in order to profit from lectures in a field of special study. The lecture system," as

Brother Edmund Dolan had observed, "assumes that the students who submit to it are

already liberal artists."^^ Yet under the 1948 revisions the mathematics requirements were
moved into the junior year, and in 1948 the World Classics requirement for science,
economics and business administration majors, only one-fourth of what it had been, was
placed in the last two years, when the lower division requirements for the major would
already have been taken. The arrangement thus treated collegiate requirements as

supplementary to specialization rather than as preparations for it, as balancing out the
major rather than underlying and providing for it.

The following table shows the readings for the eight semesters of two-unit World Classics
courses required of liberal arts students in 1948, along with the four semesters of reading-the "x" courses-required of students in science, economics and business
administration.
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WORLD CLASSICS

Material in the readings required by the World Classics program Is Important In relation
to associated studies In history, English, economics, education, philosophy and religion.
LOWER DIVISION CLASSES

UPPER DIVISION CLASSES
141. The Renaiaaanoe and Poat-Renaiaaanoe I

35. Greek Thought attd Culture (2) I and II
Reading and discuaaion of : Homer: THE ILIAD: Plato:

Reading and diacuaalon of: St Thomaa More: UTOPIA-

APOLOGY. CRITO: Herodotua: HISTORY OF THE PERSIAN

M a c h l a v d l l : T H E P R I N C E : S t Te r e a a o f A v H a :

WARS: Aeaehylua: AGAMEMNON. CHQEPHQRI,

AI.^QBI9GRAPHY; Montaigne: ESSAYS (Selected);
Shakeaoeare: OTHELLO. HENRY IV. Part I. MACBETH ^
YQU MXg (T. SONNETS. WUUS CA^S^ THg T^MPgST;

EUMENIDES: Plalo: MENO: Sophodee: QEDIPU? THE
MNS; Plato: SYMPOSIUM: ThucydMee: HISTORY QF THg
PELOPENNESIAN WAR: Arlalotle: PQ^IQS- (Note:
Herodotua and ThucydMee are alao required reading fOr
HIatory 24A.)

Frande

Bacon:

NOVUM

ORGANUM:

Deecartee:

DISCOURSE ON METHOD. MEDITATIONS. (aelecUona);
C o m e l l l e : T H E C I D : R a c i n e : P H A E D R E : M d l e r e : TA R T U F F E :

HoMea: DE CORPORE. LEVIATHAN, (aelectiona); Paacal:
36. Greek Thought and Culture (2) I and II
142. Seventeenth & Eghteenth CentThought (2) I

Reading and diacuaalon of: Homer: THE ODYSSEY:
Sophodee: ELECTRA: EuripMee: ELECTRA: (Aeachylue:

CHOEPHORH: Plato: PHAgDQ; Arlatophanea: THE
CLOUDS: Plato: REPUBUC: Arlatode: ETHICS. POLITIC?.
PHYSICS, (aelectlona).

Reading and diacuaalon of: Cervantee: DON OUIXOTE:
M i l t o n : P A R A D I S E L O S T: L o c k e : C O N C E R N I N G H U M A N

U N D E R S TA N D I N G : ? E C 9 N D E ? ? AY Q N g l V I L
GOVERNMENT, (aelectiona); (The Declaration of
Independence to read wHh the preceding eaaay); Swift

37. Roman and Early Chriatlan Culture I

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS: Berkeley: THREE DIAL(?GUE?
BETWEEN HYLAS AND PHILONOUS: GoMamith: SHE

Reading and diacuaalon of: VIrgll: THE AENEID: Plutarch:

STOOPS TO CONQUER Hume: A TR?ATI?E QN HyMAN
NATURE. (Selectiona); Sheridan: THE SCHOOL FOR

LIVES OF THE NOBLE GREEKS AND ROMANS (selectiona):

Lucredua: ON THE NATURE OF THINGS. Booka HII; Tadtua:

ANNALS: Epictatue: MORAL DISCOURSES (aelectiona); St
Auguatine: CONFESSIONS: Boethlua: CONSOLATION OF

SCANDAL- Kant PROLEGOMENA TO ANY FUTURE

milfiS. Section I.

143. Eghteenth & Nineteenth Cent Thought (2) I

38. Thought and Culture of the Middle Agea (2) II

Reading and diacuaalon of: Hamilton. Madlaon, Jay: THE

Reading and diacuaalon of: INSTITUTE OF JUSTINIAN:
CHANSON DE ROLAND: Maiarv: LE MORTE D'ARTHUR: St

F E D E R A L I S T PA P E R S : a n d T H E A R T I C L E S O F

Thomaa Aqulnaa: DE REGIMINE PRINCIPUM: fii

CONFEDERATION and THE CONSTITUTION OFTHE UNITED

M A G I S T R O : D a n t e : T H E D I V I N E C O M E D Y: T h o m a a a

STATES; Goethe: FAUST; Adam SmKh: Selectiona from JHg

Kemple: THE IMITATION OF CHRIST: Chaucer: Prologueato

WEALTH OF NATIONS: Bentham: Selectiona from Wdrka;

Malthua: Selectiona from AN ESSAY ON THE PRINCIPLE OF

t h e C A N T E R B U R Y TA L E S

POPULATION: Hegd: Selectiona from varloua Worka;
F m i r i e r : T H E N E W I N D U S T R I A L A N D A S S O C I AT I V E W O R L D :

Blanc: ORGANIZATION OF LABOR: Proudhon: WHAT I?
PROPERTY?: Von Kettder: THE LABOR QUESTION AND
C H R I S T I A N I T Y: G E N E R A L V I E W O F P O S I T I V I S M :

John Stuart MIH: ON UBERTY: Man-Engda: MANIFESTO
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY: Chariee Darwin: THE ORIGIN

OF SPECIES (Selectiona); Chariee Oickene: Selected Novd.
144. Nineteenth and Twentieth Cent Thought p) II

Reading and diacuaalon of: Emeraon: NATURE. PLATO, or
THE PHILOSOPHER THg AMgRlgAN ?CHQLAR. §Si£i
RELIANCE. THE OVER.SOUL THE PQgT; Newman: lUg

IDEA OF A UNIVERSITY: Doatoyevaky: THE BRQTHER?
KARAMAZOV: R. H Tawney: THE ACQUISITIVE SOCIETY:
MarMaln: TRUE HUMANISM or FREEDQM IN THE MQDEpN
WORLD: Choice of any of the preceding readinga from the
entire World Classics liatfor rereading and critical diacuaalon.
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UPPER DIVISION -X" COURSES

13Sx. Greek Thought and Culture (2) I and II

141X. Renalssanoe, Seventeerith and Bghteenth Century
Thought (2) I ' r ^ . . .. . .

Readings and discussions of: Homer: JH
Aeeehylua: A<?AMgVf|ON. CHQgPHQRI and EUMENIDES:
So|>hoelea: OEDIPUS TYRANNEUS: Pialo: APOLOGY:

Readings and discussions of: St Thomas More: UTOPIA:
MaehlavelH: THE PRINCE: St Teresa: AUTOBIOGRAPHY:

Aristotio: POETICS: Plato: REPUBUC: ThueydMea:

Montaigne: ESSAYS: Shakeapaare: PLAYS: Pascal:

HISTORY OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR (Note:

PENSEES: MoNere: PLAYS; Deaeartee: DISCOURSE ON

H e r o d o l u a : H I S TO RY O F T H E P E R S I A N WA R S a n d

METHOD: Milton: PARADISE LOST: Locke: SECOND ESSAY

ThueydMea are required reading fOr History 24a.) Course

QNGiy/EqNMENT; Roueaaau: social contract: Hume:

open only to students registered In the School of Economics

ENQUIRY CONCERNING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING: Kant:

and Business Administration, and the School of Science.

ggLE£I!QNS. Course open only to students registered In the
School of Economics and Business Administration, and the

137x. Roman, Early Christian, and Medieval Culture (2) I and

o c fi o o i

or

w d w fi O v *

143x. Bghteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Century
Readings and discussions of: VIrgll: AENEID; $t. Augustine:
CONFE??ION$; Boethlue; CONSOLAT PHILOSOPHY:

Thought (2) H:

P l u t a r c h : ; L u e r e t i u s ; O N T H E N AT U R E O F T H I N G S :

Readings and discussions of: THE CONSTITUTION, THE

Dante: DIVINE COMEDY: St Thomaa Aquinas: gg
REGIMINEPRINCIPIUM. DE MAGISTRO: Thomas a Kempia:
IMITATION OF CHRIST. Course open only to students

FEDERAUST PAPERS;6oethe: FAUST: Hegal: SELECTIONS:
Mane COMMUNIST MANIFESTO: John Stuart Mill: QN

UBEBIY; Dostoevski: THE BROTHERS KARAMA20V:
Dickens: ONE NOVEL; Emerson: ESSAYS: Newman: THE

registered In the School of Economics and Business
Administration, and the School of Science.

IDEA OF A UNIVERSITY: Marltain: FREEDOM IN THE

MODERN WORLD or TRUE HUMANISM: Tawney: RELIGION
AND THE RISE OF CAPITALISM or THE ACQUISITIVE

SOCIETY: Waugh: ONE NOVEL Course open only to
students registered In the School of Economics and Business
Administration, and the School of Science.

A powerful objection to the Great Books/Seminar method, not fully utilized by its
opponents, was that it was too difficult. Brother Cornelius Bragg called it "delicate, difficult

and dangerous;"^® delicate because it required the right relationship between teacher and
student, difficult because the students must read the books and the instructor must see

that they do so, and dangerous because it could make students argumentative and

opinionated. Another objection, which Gertrude Stein had put to Hutchins and Adier in
Chicago in 1931, was that all Greek, Hebrew, Roman and Medieval authors were read
only in translation.^®

But, on the other hand, the conventional course. Brother Robert had maintained, does

not "force a student to articulate and judge his own experience. A student cannot be too
active in presenting his necessarily limited views and forcing the discussion to work from ?

them, or the 'matter' won't get covered. Besides, the course isn't sufficient challenge to I
both pupil and teacher to initiate a vital dialectic; or, at least, it is only in the rare case
when an inspired teacher decides to concern himself with his pupils and not his subject. f

Such a man would probably want to use the books anyway."^ I
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Brother Ronald IsettI thirty years later conjectured that things might have gone more

favorably for Hagerty and Liberal Disciplines in 1946 had he succeeded in eliminating

intercollegiate football from Saint Mary's, as Hutchins had done at Chicago in 1939.^^

Still, unable as it was by itself to accomplish the liberal education of Saint Mary's students,
the reading of great books in the required World Classics seminars remained in the mid1950's as a distinctive Saint Mary's tradition, off^tting, if not over-shadowing, the athletic
tradition. "It would be false," wrote Brother Robert, "either to exaggerate the

completeness of this change or to deny its importance. No one who has known the
College during the past fifteen years or so will deny that much of what was said in intrafaculty and inter-student discussions related either to questions seen in the light of
readings of the Great Books or to the general question of how well the new program

accomplished the general purpose of giving an education."^

IV. Continued Experimentation and the Integrated Curriculum
Led by Dr. Hagerty in 1955-6, and by Brother Robert in 1956-7, under a grant from the
Rosenberg Foundation of San Francisco, the College engaged in a two-year
study/experiment that took as its premise that neither a course-based nor a great books
curriculum was adequate for a liberal education. As an influential address had put it,
"Most educators are...aware that the conventional curriculum of special courses...is not...a
truly liberal education. It is likewise true that the Great Books curriculum has its critics
who find that the mere chronological order for reading these books is not an adequate

substitute for some more penetrating principle to unify the various Great Books...."^ A
solution was sought in a curriculum of Great Books organized under Great Ideas.
In the first year of the experiment, a volunteer group of freshmen fulfilled their World
Classics and Philosophy requirements by reading and discussing, under Dr. Hagerty's
leadership, selected texts from Great Books organized under the ideas of Man, Nature
and God. About three months were devoted to each set of readings. "Clearly," said the
report, "there were assumptions involved in the decision to treat these three ideas; yet it
was reasonable to assume that, to follow one division of learning, man is important in the
humanities, nature in the sciences, God in theology." Under the idea of "Man," for
example, students read selections from the works of Aristotle, William James and Freud
(Psychology); Marcus Aurelius, Spinoza and Kant (Ethics); Aristotle, Rousseau and J. 8.

Mill (Politicai philosophy); Adam Smith and Karl Marx (Economics).^^

Consensus after the first year, however, was that selections were too brief to convey the
context and "idiom" of the several authors and their disciplines. Under Brother Robert's
direction, therefore, in the second year, the experiment determined to read entire works
in chronological order in the seminar, as in the World Classics seminars required of all
students at the College. But it was agreed that, although seminar discussions make
students "aware of many fundamental questions," force them to "judge their own
experience in the light of opinions held by the best thinkers in the western tradition," and
help students "to become articulate and to practice the art of oral discussion and joint
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inquiry, the works studied are too long and too profound to yield in a single reading all ^

that even beginning students are capable of getting from them, or to fumish-all.the '

exercise needed by students who are trying to develop their intellectual powers.*?® flTie e

seminar was therefore flanked with tutorials in Philosophy, English composition,-and I
Andent Greek. In tutorial, selections from the works read in seminar could be carefully

reread and discussed from the special point of view of "Knowledge" and its kinds.#he I

aim was thus to carry farther what the World Classics seminar began~by uniting the |
studies of the freshman year under the single great idea of Knowledge rather than the

three ideas of Man, Nature and God. |
This experiment in "integrating" the Great Books seminars with other freshman courses

was subsequently expanded into a four-year curriculum, but has remained, for faculty and
students alike at the College, a voluntary venture. Saint Mary's continues to offer the
Integral Curriculum as an approximation of the Saint John's approach to liberal education.
Saint Mary's did not cease to be troubled, however, by the problem which this "new

venture" had endeavored to solve. The Liberal Arts Committee, in its meeting of January

17, 1961, listed its purpose as to "explore the problem of dealing with the liberal arts I

within the four-year college program." The Record observed, by way of criticism and ^
recommendation, "The Saint Mary's College program is overcrowded and much too

specialized. Students pack too many classes into their schedules. Seven courses a |

semester creates an impossible and unrealistic burden. Such crowding makes for all ®

kinds of superficiality. Students fail to concentrate as they should, but are content merely

to rush through their appointed tasks with the minimum of effort....ldeally, the student |
should not engage in more than four courses each semester. A two-year program at the
lower division level should allow all students to feel that they are learning together and

that they are creating a genuine intellectual community."^ The report goes on to call for |
more studies in common, more instructors' attention and more time for discussion during

the lower division years. The School of Liberal Disciplines in 1943, and the Revised I

Curriculum in Liberal Arts in 1955, were attempts to secure these same goals. |
In the middle 1960's, the Saint Mary's Integrated Curriculum had been assisted in its

efforts by the loan of instructors from Saint John's College. The educational philosophy
of Saint John's continued in evidence in the Saint Mary's World Classics program as well.
A booklet issued in 1967 for teachers and students explained the nature and aims of the

World Classics seminar by reprinting several paragraphs from the Saint John's College
Bulletin.

Innovations appeared, however, in 1967-8. Freshman English and World Classics were I

combined in four one-hour meetings per week. Fewer books were read, and one essay
was

assigned

for
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each

author:

|

FIRST SEMESTER: (7 PAPERS)
Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms
Sophocles, QsdiOUS
Aristophanes. Lvsistrata
H o m e r. I l i a d

Aristotle, Poetics

Plato, Apology. Republic
Outside ReadinoiCrito. Antiggng

SECOND SEMESTER: (6 papers)
Herodotus, Persian Wars. I, VII-IX

Virgil, Aeneid
Lucretius, Natur? of Univgrgg
Dante, Inferno

Chaucer, Canterbury Tales, selections
Machiavelll, The Prince

Outside Reading: Herodotus, Chaucer
The sophomore World Classics seminar was combined with the religion requirement.
Seyerai works raising theological questions were studied:
FIRST SEMESTER:

Newman, The Idaa Qf a Uniyergity

St. Augustine, Confessions
Shakespeare, Lear
Descartes, Meditations
Pascal, 2 short scientific treatises
Pengeee. selections
Voltaire, Candide
Cervantes, Don Ouixote

Outside Reading: Selection to be announced
SECOND SEMESTER:

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, selections

Marx and Engles, selections
Dostoyevsky, Brothers Karamazov
James, Variatias Qf RaligiQUS Exparignc
Freud, General Introduction to Psychos

Selected Lyric Poems
Camus, The Stranoer

Outside Reading: Bernanos, Diary of a
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Under the direction of Prof. Norman Springer, chronological order gave way altogether

in the junior and senior years to a grouping by types of writing. Classics
seminar under this plan was an investigation as much Into kinds of writing as kinds of
thinking. Since the pursuit of the latter could be achieved through the former, the mind
of the author had to be carefully gathered, line by line, from the details of the text.

JUNIOR COURSE (one semester course; 2 two-hour meetings a week; 3 papers)
History and Politics
Thucydides, Pelooonnesian Wars. I, II

Trotsky, Russian Revolution, selections
Hobbes, Leviathan. I, II
Drama

Aeschylus, Oresteia
Shakespeare, Hamlet

Becket, Waiting for Godot
Philosophical
Nietzsche, Bevond Good and Evil

Outside Reading: Conrad, Heart of Dar

SENIOR COURSE (one semester course; 2 two-hour meetings a week; 3 papers)
1.

Science

Ics. Book
Book II,
II, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
Edel, Aristotle, Phvsics.
6,7,8,9
Parts of Animals.

Bk. 1, Chaps. I, 5
Bk. 2, Chaps. 8, 9
Bk. 3, Chap. 2
Darwin, Origin of Soecies. selections
2.

Narrative

Njal's Saga
Forster, Aj
3. Phiiosophy

Dewey, Experience and Education
Plato, Meng

Outside Reading: Freud, Civilizatic
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Junior and senior seminars met two hours twice weekly, but for one semester only.
World Classics was thus still a sixteen unit requirement for liberal arts students, as It had
been since 1946, but those hours were compressed Into two semesters In the upper
division, and joined with English and theology requirements in the freshman and

sophomore years.^
V. Structural Revision: SMC Calendar and Collegiate Seminar
In 1969, along with the adoption of the 4-1-4 calendar, and the course rather than the
hour as the unit of credit, came a thorough revision of the requirements at Saint Mary's.
Combining several proposals of Individuals and committees, each of which had faculty
ballot approval. Academic Dean Dr. Rafael Man Pollock wrote to President Brother
Michael Quinn on May 28, 1969, requesting a "Reduction and Reform of Collegiate

Requirements."^ His proposal called for eight "collegiate semlnars...one to be taken each

fall and spring semester of attendance at the College." One of the seminars, offered or
approved by the Govemment Department, would be designed to satisfy the American
Institutions requirement of California, and two others, administered by the Theology
Department, would be devoted to theological works. With the exception of these three,
the seminars would be controlled by a collegiate committee, composed of faculty and
students appointed by the Dean of the College. The collegiate seminars were to be not
an "amalgamation of offerings" under the "split authority" of several departments but a
"distinct program of the College responsible to the collegiate governing committee."
These eight seminars, out of thIrty-sIx courses, would replace the ninety, out of 136, units
In theology. World Classics, English composition, philosophy, government, history,
language, science and mathematics previously required for graduation from the School
of Liberal Arts. Except for those In government and theology, the seminars would "differ
from most current requirements In that they are not defined In terms of any particular
subject matter to be covered...but take as their single aim the Intellectual and Imaginative
development of students."
The proposal decried the current structure of requirements as having "no demonstrable
or easily arguable relationship to the ends of liberal education, consisting as It does
almost entirely of units of subject matter In various fields." Nevertheless, the proposal
gave as the first of three alms for the collegiate seminars that they would "raise questions
and propose critical experiences essential to liberal education: questions In such areas
as theology, philosophy, scientific thought, govemment and historical method." The
criticism of existing required courses, then, seems to have been not that they lay In
various flelds-for so would the questions raised In the semlnars-but that they were taught
by departments. The proposal sought to promote liberal education by arresting, or
reversing, the departmentalizing of the College and Its faculty.
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A second aim of the revised structure was to develop in students the capacity for
independent study, on the assumption that "if a student does not acquire this ability, his

liberal education has been largely a failure." Thirdly, the seminars would "serve as a focus

of community within the College by offering some commonlntellectual experience to all
students." By preserving "continuity with one of the most distinctive traditions of Saint

Mary's College [the World Classics program], the collegiate seminars might "help foster
the time-community of students and graduates which is so important to the continuing
vitality of the College." On July 16, 1969, Dean Pollock announced that the Board of

Trustees had "approved the changes in collegiate requirements recently voted upon by
the College Faculty." The Collegiate Seminar was to begin in September.

For the Seminar at Saint Mary's, 1969-70 was a year of vitality and considerable

challenge. Its instructors, under the guidance of the Seminar Council, were responsible

now for all core education of Saint Mary's students in the liberal arts. Working out a
coherent yet flexible structure for the new seminars proved difficult. The World Classics

format of acknowledged "great books," already considerably altered in 1967, was now
altogether abandoned. The readings were feared unsuitable, in such quantity and in their
bare chronoiogicai order, to the work of liberal education-at least for: Saint Mary's
students of the late 1960's.

The expedient first formulated in the summer of 1969 resembled the compromise of 1956,
which had organized Great Books around Great Ideas, except that where the new venture
of the mid-50's had sought to nourish and fortify the seminar by integrating at least some
of the other required courses around it, the Collegiate Seminar had subsumed under itseif
the whole task of liberal education at Saint Mary's. In its summer discussions, the
Governing Committee of the Collegiate Seminar determined that each semester students

would read a core of three texts, with supplementary texts to be chosen by the instructor
from at least three of a range of disciplines. Readings over the four years were to be
organized under four themes, as follows:
Freshman: Nature of Self

Camus, ThaSti
Plato, Goroias
Dante, Infgrno

Sophomore: Nature of Mind

Descartes. Disc

Freud, Gen(

Junior: Nature of Nature Aristotle, Parts of Animals
Darwin, Origin gf Spacias
Lorenz, On Aggression

Seenni oi or :r :M aMn a&n G&o v eGr nomv eenr tn m e n t
S

Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil
Machiavelli, Tha frinca
Augustine. Citv of God

Disciplines to be represented by supplementary texts were: psychology, economics.
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geography, philosophy, education, physics, literature, theology, law, and sociology; It
was Intended by this arrangement, wrote Professor Owen Carroll for the Committee, to
"Insure a wider Introduction to the perennial and contemporary questions and avoid any
reductlonism to a particular discipline or thought style." Each Instructor was required to
submit with his or her list of supplementary texts a statement explaining the selection and

Its accord with the alms of the Collegiate Seminar.^
Following Its mandate, the Governing Committee of the Seminar submitted a progress
report to .the Academic Council and the Faculty of the College In January, 1970, and

another report at the end of the spring term. The eight-page Progress Report, submitted

by Professor James Townsend, Jr., Seminar Council Chairman, was compiled from
reports of Individual Instructors on their readings, written assignments, estimated success
or failure and plans for the spring term. On the principle which should govern choice of

readings. Dr. Townsend observed: The aim Is rather radically different from the one'H
implicit In the World Classics program. There the student was asked to Immerse himself

in the text-an act of meaningful Immolation, If possible; he could develop skills through /
the Immersion, profitably If he escaped drowning and clung to a pattern meaningful on i
Its own terms; he failed or drowned If the act of Immersion ritualized Itself and him Into
formula. The fundamental attempt now of Instructors In the Collegiate Seminar Is to catch

students at the point where they are putting the world together and to get them to \

continue to put It together with aid of a variety of materials close at hand and within reach. )

Eyes direct themselves not so much at the subtlety and perfection of the materials /

themselves, as the work under construction~the students themselves, their world." If the J
fire and flood of Professor Townsend's metaphor was the effect of World Classics on the

average student, the system differed from the Seminar's original aim: Teach the student,
not the subject" had been widely proclaimed and expounded by the seminar Inaugurators
ofthe1940's.

Again, the Townsend Report observed that "most Instructors In seminar conceive of

discussion as a unifying process, an occasion for the student to perceive and elaborate
continuities which thread through most or all of the texts they work with. Texts remain

subsidiary to discussion inasmuch as they afford the materials for articulating thematic
patterns In discussion. Discussion becomes the transcending element which In turn gives

life back to the readings and puts them In living context with each other."®® At the end

of the spring term, the Seminar Council reported a "substantial agreement among
instructors and students that the distinguishing mark, and primary goal of the seminar is
the conversation Itself, the serious discussion between students and Instructors of texts

(or other media), and their Implications as they yield themselves to the students."
The experience of the fall semester, however, had revealed much uncertainty on how to
achieve the goal. The themes or "verbal tags" for the four years were felt to constrain
without guiding Individual seminar leaders In the choice of texts and conduct of their
discussions. Without the uniform scheme of the World Classics, some Instructors felt

"forced to formulate Individual rationales for their respective formats." Seeking a principle
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of text seiection and organization which wouid be independent of chronology, less explicit
than a question, e.g., "What is self?", without being too enigmatic, e.g., "the nature of
nature," the Committee arranged the 1970 curriculum around "areas of e^erlence," which

it characterized as "existential (freshman year), epistemological (sophomore year),
scientific Qunior year) and political (senior year)." Such a principle, it was hoped, would

lead to "organization but not rigidity," and lend each seminar "an interrial rationale which
obviates the necessity for imposition of a rhetorical structure from without." Besides
contribution to "intemal structure" of the seminar, a second criterion of text selection was

"intrinsic value: core reading lists include only texts which raise important and provocative
questions; which present coherent models of experience of broad application, and which
are accessible to students without previous specialized or technical training."
Seeing its mandate as calling for an approach that was "essentially inductive," the
Committee characterized the fall semester as "a search for profitable variations in
approach to seminar management," resulting in "the institution of a variety of methods of
review, assessment and supervision, the increased emphasis on the need for
communication within the seminar staff and an increase in precision and number of the
demands made upon individual seminar sections." The five-member Seminar Council met
twice weekly with instructors during the spring, 1970 semester, at least once weekly in
closed session, and in brief or special meetings as occasion demanded. It met with the
Dean to discuss staffing, and conducted class visitations of about two-thirds of the
instructors, most of them more than once. Instructors had been encouraged to submit
proposals for program reorganization, and those submitted had "immediate pragmatic
value in stimulating the members of the Committee to assess the ongoing program
criticaily from new and imaginatively helpful viewpoints," particularly those which
addressed the iong-standing question of written composition and its role in the seminar.
In addition to considering written proposals, the Committee met with staff in a series of
seventeen noon sessions, each led by an instructor or Committee member, to discuss
some aspect or reading of the Collegiate Seminar.
The Seminar's high energy during this period is evident from the frequency, intensity and

close articulation of its committee/staff discussions, over the course of which, says the
Report, it became clear "that instructors were locating themselves at four points within the
perimeter of the program... [1] those instructors who regard the text as ultimate authority,
with the instructor himself as the expert guide into the content of the text...[2] those
instructors who concentrate on the text for discovery and elucidation of rhetorical
structures and technique...[3] those instructors who, while not ignoring the text, move
away from it at some point or use it as a point of departure for speculation or analysis to
connect individual experience with the world if ideas...[and 4] those instructors who
subordinate the text to immediate experience, creating through the interchange of
discussion an imaginative and inteilectual structure within the seminar." Instructors were
divided about equally, five or six to each of those four groups. A fifth group of at least
three "[did] not demand any strongly held theoretical or abstract structure or

mode of procedure."®^
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VI. Reorganization and Return to World Classics Structure
The Committee characterized the Collegiate Seminar in its first year as 'a pluralistic

structure in the process of defining itself." Yet not all members of the College, or even
of the Seminar staff, beiieved that the "lengthy and sometimes precarious exchange" of

the first year was a good thing. Some diagnosed the discomforts as symptoms of
disease rather than pains of growth. In the fall of 1971, the required seminars dealt with

texts emphasizing "different ways of understanding" (freshman) and "religious experience"
(sophomore). A fifth seminar, on American government, was also required. For the
remaining three seminars, the student chose from among five problem seminars: Aims

of Education, Art and Science, Poverty, Domination and Submission, and War. At this

time. Dr. Thomas J. Slakey of Saint John's College, Santa Fe, assumed the post of
Academic Vice President at Saint Mary's, and by December of that year~the third year

of the Collegiate Seminar-had written to the Seminar Governing Board proposing a major
review of the program. He noted as grounds for review the withdrawal of the Religious
Studies Department, the continuing concern about writing within the program, widespread
dissatisfaction among the faculty, and the constant discussion among staff of purpose
and methods. He criticized, moreover, the use of topics to organize the seminar,

maintaining that "the topical arrangement of Seminar readings means that students simply "
don't confront authors and begin the difficult task of finding out what they have to say."

When students approach an author with a topic, or even a question, in mind, "the most

valuable thing to be learned from books, especially books from other times and places, /
is obscured, namely that it's the whole context and manner of posing the question which
must be recast before any worthwhile comments can be made or answers attempted."

Slakey noted also that a weakness of the current practice, compared with World Classics,
was the greater use of contemporary texts, making it "less likely that students will break
out of the tangle of slogans, jargon and half-conscious assumptions in which we all find
ourselves enmeshed." Slakey proposed a seven-course college requirement: two
courses in religious studies and one in government, chosen by the student from a range
of courses offered by the respective departments, and a series of four world-classics-styie
seminars, to be taken in the freshman and sophomore years, covering works from ancient

times up through the Renaissance. World Classics seminars on books from the modern

period, as well as "problem" seminars, would be available to upper division students as

eiectives. Slakey assured members of the Governing Board that he would not discuss

the matter in Academic Council before hearing from them.®^
The Goveming Board welcomed his proposal only in part. They approved the reduction
of requirements, but objected to the isolation of the religion and American Government
courses, proposing instead that appropriate religious and political texts be included within
the four seminar requirement. Thus they were favoring a reduction of collegiate
requirements from eight to four instead of Slakey's eight to seven. But members of the
Governing Board were strongly opposed to any return to the World Classics format for

the four required seminars. They recalled the faculty vote of 1969, with its rationale.
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which had led to the Collegiate Seminar program, and pointed out besides that faculty
and student response to the program had been favorable, or at least not so adverse as

to warrant a major review. Revision of the World Classics program by Professors Rodin

and Springer In the mld-1960's, and the adoption of the Collegiate Semln^ system In
1969, were part of an "Inductive process," which attempted-to respond to "the real

situation of the student, rather than to some view of what his situation ought to be."
World Classics, though Ideal for a few, had encouraged "widespread and regular use of
ponies, which engendered Insincere discussions. If not straight lectures on the part of
despairing Instructors." Inadequacy of the system was evident from the "shockingly
disappointing results of the senior World Classics 199 examinations given for many years

as some measure of the success of the four years of work."

Faced with a student body "less docile, more openly skeptical about the nature of

education and authority," composed mainly of "exceedingly poor readers...only a

fractlon...at ease In dealing with books," the Goveming Board re-affirmed the need to

address "without blinking" the question "how best to enhance and Increase the appetite
to learn; how best to open the way to the thought and work of remarkable men and

women past and present." In keeping with this view of Its task, the Governing Board
repeated Its denial, the subject of an earlier memo to Department Chairs, that the
teaching of writing was In any special way the task of the freshman seminar. As

Professor Norman Springer, speaking for the Governing Board, had said, "Our underlying

assumption about writing In college Is that It has very much to do with understanding and

Intellectual growth-that It Is not. In the first place, a matter of technique." Writing cannot
be separated from what Is being written about. Therefore faculty In all seminars and all
departments of the College share the task of promoting It.
The Governing Board agreed with Slakey's proposal that World Classics as well as

problem seminars be offered as upper division electlves. But while they echoed his

concern about topical organization of the four required seminars, their offer to remedy this
by making the titles "less restrictive" did not cope fully with the Dean's objection to the
'topic over the author" approach to books. The Board's proposal that students move,

over four semesters, from shorter to longer, and less to more difficult, works, "which
would certainly Include some of the classics," revealed a basic division over the nature

of the problem posed at the start by the student's educational need: the Board was

aiming at "that reinforcing experience of success [which] will come from the excitement

of reading something difficult and actually coming to understand It." The student, unsure
of his or her abilities, and long Intimidated by books, must be launched on a life of

learning by a first taste of success-even If that taste must be provided by a less-thanclasslc author. Slakey was assuming a more Socratic situation: the students, long
accustomed to thinking they understand what they read and hear, will not become more

reflective until they are first perplexed and brought to a halt. The easy and familiar must
be replaced by the difficult and strange.®®

Meetings of the Academic Council In February and March of 1972 reached a compromise.

in which the religious studies requirement became once again separate from Coiiegiate

Seminar-as it has remained to this day, Aough many religious texts continue to be read
in the seminar~and the seminar requirement was reduced to six semesters, w^^
additional ones available as electives. But the College offered once again a chronologicai
series of World Classics seminars along with the "Problems in Perspective" series-works

bearing on a set topic or issue. The students decided which series to follow and were
allowed movement from one series to the other under certain conditions.

In the 1973 College Bulletin announcement for Collegiate Seminar, Professor James
Collins, Chairman of the Governing Board, explained that, though they differ in

organization of reading materials, "both programs confront the student with a learning

situation peculiar to the seminar." Besides acquainting the students with the books
themselves, the Collegiate Seminar attempts "to provide a context in which the students
can learn the process of intelligent discourse by engaging in it directly and actively;
reading accurately, speaking clearly, listening objectively, and reflecting are the elements
of this discourse, and can best be learned by their exercise."

VII. Reduction of Seminar Requirements
By 1976, however, the Seminar requirement at Saint Mary's had fallen to just two
semesters-lower than ever before or since. In the spring of 1974, the College
Requirements Review Committee, formed under Dean Slakey, had proposed required
courses in English composition, religion, language, science and mathematics, social
science, and World Classics-a total of twelve to sixteen courses depending on the
student's previous study in a foreign language. In the spring of 1975, however, the
proposal was still "in limbo" in the Academic Council.
Academic Vice President Brother S. Dominic Ruegg asserted that "the elimination of
breadth requirements has significantly mitigated the ideal of a broad liberal arts education

as well as failed to respond to the basic needs of students in critical areas of reading, oral
and written composition and calculating, and has caused some faculty to be virtually
unemployed." In the summer of 1975, therefore, the Board of Trustees, under a motion

from Brother Dominic, called for a faculty/student committee, to be appointed through the
Academic Council, to consider the issue of general collegiate requirements "in view of
quality liberal education, student needs, faculty availability and cost effectiveness." It
called for a second committee to scrutinize the 4-1-4 calendar, noting that "a return to the
semester system would be educationally advantageous and financially effective," and a

third committee "to consider the impact of tenure at a small liberal arts Catholic College

and its future implications."^
In its majority report, however, the Committee Requirements, chaired by Professor Robert
Mass, concluded that "a new set of requirements seems pointless." Public discussions
by faculty and students of six different proposals for collegiate requirements had revealed
"no substantial dissatisfaction with the present system." Students "seemed decidedly in
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f^r
of Semin^^^
felt that
'breadth'
requlremei^J^id
dissolve
the special character
of the
College." The
Conriniittee'ad>d^d,bompletely
rievertheless, a
more thorough evaluation of the Seminar program througH istuBent, f^c^f^
questionnaires, and additionally called for Seminars bh scie®

thought, arid for Better Writing courses small and riumerous^ enough to meet student
needs. Conceding some inadequacies of the Seminar in practiTO^^^^
concluded by enunciating the principle that "required coui^ ought to be the Collie's

best and most characteristic courses," and wamed that "the last place the College should

look for cost cuts through packed lecture halls is in those courses which will define the
Saint Mary's experience to students."^

A new majority report®® proposed reducing the Seminar component of the eight-course
requirement down to two semesters, with additional semesters optional. Minutes of the
Academic Council meeting, however, at which both reports were presented, record that
the Academic Vice President "was of the opinion that the recommendations were

unrelated to the grave financial situation of the College, and the reports were tabled

without motion or vote."®' The Academic Vice President favored returning to a system of
reckoning credit by units, 128 to be required for graduation, with a greater proportion~40
of them-in required courses. He and President Brother Mel Anderson submitted revised

proposals to the faculty, for discussion at a special meeting, explaining their reservations
about certain of the Committee recommendations.

On December 3,1975, the faculty voted in special assembly to accept the New Majority
Proposal, amended to require two freshman Seminars, two religious studies and six
additional courses. The Academic Vice President urged increasing the requirement to
twelve courses, four of them Seminars. At its December meeting, however, the Board of
Trustees proposed a collegiate requirement of ten courses, and requested further study
before any reduction of the Seminar requirement below four semesters "in view of its long

standing tradition at the College and its general appreciation among alumni."®® The

Board's resolution thus gave the Academic Vice President the four Seminars he had
requested, but not the twelve courses he had mainly desired, while it gave the faculty the
ten courses requested, including two of the four Seminars it had been willing to relinquish.
The 1976-77 Bulletin, however, announced a collegiate requirement of ten courses, only
two of which had to be Seminars.

Like 1946,1976 was thus a year of retreat for the Seminar at Saint Mary's. One among
several difficulties before the Academic Council from 1974-76, and addressed by the
Committee on Requirements, was that of introducing students effectively to methods and
questions in mathematics and natural science in the Seminar. Liberal Disciplines in 1943,
and the Integrated experiment in 1956, proposed tutorials and laboratories to help meet
this need. Those who voted for the Collegiate Seminar system in 1969 were counting on
finding texts and instructors able to effect that introduction in a seminar setting. But the

task proved a difficult one. Abolishing the loose array of general requiremerits taught by

faculty not "closely In touch with one another or with the Seminar program did not
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overcome the insufficiency of these requirements for iiberal education. Hence the
introduction of "area" requirements in 1976.
But the Seminar couid not be truiy centrai to the Saint Mary's curricuium if it iacked
centripetal force. To introduce a greater coherence into the curricuium, with the Seminar
at its core, the Curriculum Committee, formed by Brother William Beetle in 1977,
recommended in the spring of 1979 a four-Seminar requirement, complemented by two
courses in Religious Studies and two each in areas other than that of the student's major.
Ensuing discussion of the proposal in Academic Council and Faculty Assembly, and with
the staff and Governing Board of the Collegiate Seminar, chaired by Professor Chester
Aaron, determined that two of the Seminars would be taken in the freshman year and
would be devoted to Greek authors. The ten-course requirement thus included a uniform
plan for freshmen and more Seminars than the system preceding it, while retaining the
option, available since 1969, of fulfilling all general requirements except religious studies
through Collegiate Seminars. The College continued to offer a sequence of eight
seminars in Greek-to-20th-century authors, as well as a number of topic seminars, from
which the student could select the two required upper division seminars.
Vlli, The 1983 Revisions

In a 1982 address to faculty. Academic Vice President Brother William Beatie maintained
that the Saint Mary's Seminar, over the course of its history, had drifted from its original
purpose. Its aim, he argued, had been to develop the habit of reading with
understanding, through the use of specific texts, and 'to form a central educational
experience for all the students within the context of a required diversity of academic
experience for all students". By the 1960s, specific texts had yielded to specific types of
texts, the English composition requirement had been combined with the Seminar, and
writing and discussion were supplanting reading as the defining activity of the Seminar.
Disorientation was greatest, according to Brother William, in 1969, when earlier course
requirements were dropped and the Collegiate Seminar was instituted, in which themes
or problems replaced classic texts as the "centrai educational experience for all students,"
and "the development of habits of reading with understanding...gave way to emphasis

upon class discussion and the ability of students and instructors to interrelate."^
Defenders of Collegiate Seminar pointed out that "reading with understanding" doesn't
stand apart from-much less compete with-either discussion or written composition.
Reading, and the writing and discussion which focus and sustain it, together comprise
that "preparation for philosophy" which is the essence of a liberal arts curriculum and of
each course that has a place in it. As for a "commonly shared experience," whose
provision, according to Brother William, is the Seminar's second aim, the advocates of
Collegiate Seminar in 1969 had argued that this would be better fostered through
meaningful themes and problems and their discussion, than through a collection of "Great
Books" which was largely alien or inaccessible to students. Nevertheless, Brother
William's analysis made plain that Collegiate Seminar was failing to provide "exposure to
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diversity of reading," in its restriction to a few, mostly contemporary, texts. Slakey's re- [
introduction in 1972 of an optional series of World Classics seminars "grew out of concem

over the proliferation of 'themes'," and aimed at challenging students with other times, I

places and ways of thinking. In the absence of required courses outside the Seminar- |
philosophy In particular-Professor Frank Ellis, as Seminar Director from 1974-78, sought

to maintain diversity of subject-matter by urging Seminar leaders to use classic texts in I

the various theme Seminars still being offered. |
' In 1983, meeting times for the four required Seminars were reduced from four to three I

hours each week-the duration of most of the College's other courses-topic Seminars I
I were discontinued, and a single series of four chronological Seminars, covering Greek-to[ 20th-century authors, became required of all students. The Academic Vice President and
Curriculum Committee proposed one semester of Seminar for each of the students' four
^ years, while the faculty In assembly recommended that freshmen continue to have a full
year of Seminar, reading only Greek works. The Academic Vice President adopted the
first part of the recommendation but not the second. Beginning the fall semester with
Homer, freshmen since 1983 have ended the spring not with Aristotle but with Dante or

Thomas

Aquinas.

|

Although the 1983 revisions eliminated, even as an option, the pursuit of generai

education exclusively through seminars, which the 1989 innovations had envisioned, the |
College over the past decade has endeavored in a variety of ways to promote and «
employ the Collegiate Seminar as the heart of its undergraduate cum'cuium, functioning

not apart from the other academic programs, stil less In opposition to them, but in close |
and productive interrelation. A "comprehensive" institution such as Saint Mary's is subject ^
to inevitable and predictable tensions, in the competition, e.g., of professional with liberal,

or undergraduate with graduate programs for greater importance among the College's |
academic activities. The Coilegiate Seminar program, claiming at once all subjects and ^
no subject for its province, might seem inevitably bound to conflict with the departmental ^

arrangement

of

the

College

f a c u l t y.

|

IX. The Present Role of Collegiate Seminar
To ensure that the Seminar function neither as one of the departments, nor as their

antagonist, the College seeks to have as many of the faculty as possible conduct
seminars, and as few as possible do so exclusively. The 1988 reorganization of the
College Into schools under separate deans deepened its division along disciplinary lines.

The fading of the undergraduate college as a distinct entity on the grid of the 1
administrative chart only underscored the need to provide for and strengthen its real
existence at Saint Mary's, through greater coherence in the curriculum and academic i
community among facuity and students. The Collegiate Seminar is one means the I
College has for promoting this coherence and community.
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Since 1988 faculty outside the School of Uberal Arts have joined the Governing Board of
the Collegiate Seminar, and Seminar leaders are increasingly drawn from the other

schools of the College. Indeed, a willingness and capacity to participate in the Collegiate
Seminar program are important criteria in the selection of new full-time faculty. A member
of the Collegiate Seminar Governing Board participates in all intenriews of candidates for
academic appointments at the College. Degree of successful participation in the
Collegiate Seminar program weighs significantly in the retention, promotion and tenure
of faculty.
Participation in Collegiate Seminar may take a variety of forms. Faculty members new to
the program may advance by steps to conducting their own seminars, and are
encouraged to partidpate in Collegiate Seminar activities even during semesters not
actually spent in the Seminar classroom.
Throughout the year, afternoon seminars are scheduled on selections from the Seminar
reading list. Open to all faculty, they are of particular benefit to Seminar staff currently
examining the reading with their students. The staff seminars are an opportunity for
faculty to engage one another, largely for its own sake, in the same activity they ask their
students to pursue with one another. In no way designed to provide faculty with "the
answers" in advance of class, these sessions are found by many to be most rewarding
when they come after, rather than before, the work has been discussed with students.
In the pre-faii workshop, and on winter retreat, faculty have a recurring opportunity for
inquiry and discussion of ail aspects of the Seminar's aims, methods and materials. Not
exclusively pedagogical, these sessions invariably involve participants in fundamental and
challenging reflection on the aims of Seminar, the needs of students, and the goodness
of books. A seminar, in fact-perhaps on a work not included in the curriculum-may
figure importantly on such occasions, with one or two faculty members agreeing to lead
and the rest given full freedom simply to be students engaged in joint inquiry.
A series of evening facuity/alumni seminars provides yet another means for faculty to
develop as Seminar participants and leaders, while they help those no longer in
attendance at the College to maintain a living, not merely sentimental, contact with former
friends and studies. The "time community" of students, as already noted, is an important
dimension to the life of the College, and need not be founded on athletics alone.
These are ways, apart from its mere presence as a four-course requirement in the
curriculum, whereby the importance of the Collegiate Seminar is brought home to the
Saint Mary's community. In its baccalaureate external degree programs, likewise, the
College maintains the Seminar's centrality to liberal learning, through its "Critical
Perspectives" series, whose aims, and to some extent faculty and govemance, are one
with those of its on-campus Collegiate Seminar Program. Finally, the high value set by
the College on the Seminar has been notably communicated in recent years to the
community beyond the campus through a cooperative effort with local high schools, in
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which Saint Mary's faculty Introduce and jointly lead Great Books Seminars with Interested

teachers oif high school students. ^

Although a salient feature of the Saint Mary's curriculum fbr fifty yeare,^^^^^^^

continues to draw the notice of other Institutions, Increasingly aware of the y^ue of such
a program and the difficulty of Introducing and sustalri|ng one in a contemporary college

or university. Recently the National Endowment for the Humanities and the American

Association for the Advancement of Core Curricula have recognized the Saint Mary's

Great Books Seminar for promoting a unity and coherence sorely missed In the curricula
of many Institutions. They have cited as the success of this core program the open
canon, which Implies continuity In present and past ways of thinking as well as community
among diverse disciplines; and the Seminar methodology, which mitigates that primacy

of the professor and passivity of the student, so out of keeping with liberal education.^
The Seminar has from the first been a source of ferment and debate, and the renewed

attempt. In recent years, to draw Seminar leaders from all departments, programs, and
schools of the College, has perpetuated, If not Increased, a diversity of opinion among

Saint Mary's faculty on the Seminar's proper alms and methods. Lively dialogue

continues over the books that are to form the "Canon''~ln particular, whether a larger
proportion of contemporary, women, minority, or non-western authors ought to be
studied, and how they support the search for truth and the achievement of serious and
lively discussion.

Granting the good of a diverse Canon, moreover. It may be asked whether different kinds

of thinking, or methods of Inquiry, or fields of study, or types of writing are being sought;
all have received emphasis over the Seminar's history. The phrase "^vays of knowing,"

favored by many as a summary of what the Seminar seeks to teach the student. Itself

conceals enough diversity of meaning to sustain a long discussion. For those engaged
In Seminar at Saint Mary's, such discussion has been beneficial, given the circumstances,
and Is doubtless Inevitable In an Institution which, notwithstanding Its diversity of alms and
disciplines, aspires to academic community and liberal education through the study and
discussion of a single set of distinguished readings.

Opinions continue to differ not only on the books to be read and the principles of their

selection, but on the kind and degree of leadership appropriate In Seminar discussions.

It Is generally agreed that the Seminar leader must refrain from lecturing, or from pursuing

a line of questioning that leads relentlessly to a favored point of view. The Seminar exists,
as a recent formulation has It, to encourage students In the making of judgments. It falls
if the judgments arrived at, however correct, do not spring from the student's utmost

effort and attention to the book, the discussion and his/her own experience. Impatience
Is the greatest temptation of the Seminar leader, particularly of one who happens to be
learned In the book or subject under discussion. For example. It may be felt the student
lacks awareness of the historical context of the reading. But how Is that to be provided?
Indeed, "historical context" may Itself be a notion In need of seminar examination, given
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the appropriate reading. Should the student set out in search of historical context before
making the genuine discovery/judgment that there is such a thing? Critical reflection,
attention to assumption, pose a continuing challenge to the Seminar leader as well as to
the student.

Nothing taxes or develops the power of forming judgments more severely or effectively
than the attempt to write them down and make them stand firm. The practice of writing
is, accordingly, an important component in the activity of Collegiate Seminar, albeit
primarily as instrumental in the development of dear and critical thinking, rather than as
a cultivation for its own sake of the art of the essay. Collegiate Seminar is assisted in this
task by the College's Better Writing program, both formally and informally. Not only have
faculty from this latter program been a regular presence on the Seminar staff, but in
recent years an attempt at more effective sharing of resources has been instituted, which
allows freshman students the option of taking Better Writing and Collegiate Seminar under
the same instructor. In this way, it is hoped, the allied practices of reading, discussion
and writing may support and promote one another more closely, and the Collegiate
Seminar serve still more effectively as the animating principle of the College's
undergraduate programs, even as it draws upon them.
Through its policy and practice in regard to Collegiate Seminar, the College reminds its
faculty that its continued growth as teachers and scholars requires on-going intellectual
engagement with one another on common ground, as well as the private pursuit of
specialized knowledge. Moreover, the College signifies to students that effective
concentration in a particular discipline cannot be had without a basis and balance in
liberal studies, nor enlightened and informed professionalism without philosophic
r e fl e c t i o n .

October 5, 1992
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